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G H A P T f i B . I 
XNTBODUCnON 
C H A F T S a . I 
INTaODUCnOM 
Hie pecul iar I n t e r e s t of organic coatpounds conta in ing 
sulphydryl and dlsulphlde group l a a s soc ia ted with the f a c t 
that such conpounds f ind Important use In medicine and b i o l o g y 
1-6 
as they are therapeut i ca l ly ac t ive , These compounds a l s o 
7-11 f ind appl icat ions a n a l y t i c a l l y and Industry • The mercaptlde 
group has a d i s t ingu i sh ing property t o react readi ly with 
aldehydes and amines t o form di f ferent b i o l o g i c a l l y a c t i v e 
agents which are more Important than the parent ccmpounds. 
Some mult ldentate che la t ing agents (ethane d l y l l d l n e 
t e t r a t h l o ace t i c acid) and some condensation products of 
dlaldehydes with mercaptoadds and mArcaptoaalnes are prepared 
12 by R l t t e r and Lover . Such type of compounds have a l s o been 
prepared by Mark M.Jones e t al/ '"*^""^^®*^^"^' Similar type 
of wozlc has a l s o been done by J.Podelaha ' '^* ^ and Tlwari 
e t al.^**"^'»9^»^°^»^'^"^^® suggest ing recent views on t h e i r 
s t r u c t u r a l I n v e s t i g a t i o n s . In our l abora to iy , some p-amlno-
thlobenzoate with c e r t a i n changes In the a lky l groups of 
s u b s t i t u t e d amines have been synthes lsed and studied pharmaco-
l o g i c a l l y . I t was found that d l l sopropyl amlnothyl t h l o 
p-amlnobenzoate hydrochloride shows more anaesthet ic propert i e s 
than procaln and xylocan. 
The organic compounds bearing sulphydryl and d l su lphlde 
groups were found useful In medicine and M o l o g y . I t was 
reported in 1956 that pyr ld lne-2 carboxyaldehyde th iosemi-
carbozcme displays c a r c i n o s t a t l c property in the lynphoid 
24 1210 t e s t . I s o q u i n o l i n e - l earhoxyaldehyde thiosemiearbazone 
25 has a hroad range of c a r o i n o s t a t i c a c t i v i t y and low t o x i c i t y • 
26 The most ac t ive anti-leukaemia reagent among a l l the 
thiosenlcarbazlde der iva t ive Inves t iga ted i s 5-hydroxypyridlne-2 
carboxyaldehyde thiosemlcarbozone. Ihe preparation of some 
metal complexes of d l th locarbozolc acid and t h e i r b i o l o g i c a l 
27 28 app l i ca t ions have been the subject of some p a t i e n t s ' * ' ^ . 
A considerable number of complexes have been t e s t e d f o r 
c a r c i n o s t a t l c a c t i v i t y . The paladlum(II) and plat inum(II) 
complexes show antitumour a c t i v i t y in Lewis Lung and B-16 
29 
melanoma system . The paladlum and platinum complexes of 
30 6«>mercaptopttrlne are known t o destroy some adinocardnomas . 
Cancer growth i s dependent cm the reproduction of the malignant 
c e l l s having a k i n e t i c advantage over the body defence mechanism. 
Therefore, the metal complexes t o be e f f e c t i v e has s u f f i c i e n t l y 
31 l a b e l l e d t o out piece the cancer growth"^ • I t has been suggested 
that k i n e t i c factors are of Importance i n determining the e f f e c t 
of metal complex. From the l imited data a v a i l a b l e , i t seems 
t o us t h a t the fol lowing c r i t e r i a are of Importance in determining 
32 
whether a metal complex w i l l have c a r c i n o s t a t l c a c t i v i t y or not*^ . 
(a ) Metal che late should have reasonably high thermodynamic 
s t a b i l i t y . 
(b) Metal should be a 'B' Class metal in part icu lar palladium 
and platinum (Pd & p t ) . 
(o) Ligand with sulphur donor are likely to be aost effective 
as they usually confer rapid solubility on the netal complex 
and they form stable complex with *B* class and broader 
line metals. 
Recently an increasing interest has been seen in heavy 
metal toxicity patterns and in the development of more selective 
chelating as these toxic heavy metals have led to conclude that 
molecules containing a multiplicity of sulphur donor sites might 
prove specially advantageous in the treatment of poisoning by 
mercury, lead and cadmium. It has been found that some sulphur 
containing organic compounds are useful as protective agents 
7,33 
against certain dangerous radiations, fhey are used analytically 
1 2 
and therapeutically • as promising l igands, Ihey stianilate the 
respiratory activity and antiseptic for food stuffs'' . Netal 
complexes'''' of some of these sulphur compounds have a lso been 
suggested as an antidot in heavy metal pois<ming by bismuth, 
mercury, s i lver , antimony and gold. Recently, i t i s well 
established that pyridoxine-5-thiol i s e f fect ive in f a c i l i t a t i n g 
the removal of mercury out of the central nervous system and 
across the blood-brain barrier . 
Cobalt and sodium compounds of some of these thio acids 
which are related to the hydrolysis product of vitaadn Bj„, 
inhibi t the effect of weight reduction in young animals by died 
ocmtaining thio-oxide powder, fhey also prevent the occurrence 
of diabetics due to alloxan and dlthiozone', These compounds 
have a lso been found to be active as a co-factor in enzymatic 
33 oxidation • I t has also been clalniecl that the solution of 
•Itaadn B.p ^^^ vltantn C are stabi l ised with thlo a d d s . These 
37 acids have also been found to be nore toxic In wheat seed-". 
Nitrogen Is one of the aost Important constituent element 
of a l l l iv ing things. I t Is present In proteins, various enzyme 
systems, nucleic acids e t c . which are essent ia l for different 
biological processes. In these substances the element occurs as 
amino, amido, or heterocyclic functional groups, niese compounds 
have attained Importance because of their powerful antibiotic and 
other pharmacological ac t iv i ty In which nl tro group plays a key 
r o l e . The common broad spectrum antibiotic chloromphanicol was 
the f i r s t natural product to possess an aromatic nltro group. I t 
i s the drug of choice for treating typhoid, bacter ia l , meningitis 
e t c . Similarly azomycine or 2-nitrolmldazole, 3-nltropropeonlc 
acid eund aureothln exhibit broad antibiotic and antibacterial 
a c t i v i t i e s against certain bacteria as well as protozoa and 
baci l lus species . Arlstolochla acid I and II ( identif ied as 
3,4-methylenedloxy 8-methoxy 10 nitroi^enanthrene carboxyllo acid) 
and I t s 8-methoxy derivatives respectively possess weak ant i -
tunerous and bacteriostatic a c t i v i t i e s , besides having a strong 
38 potentiating ef fect on phagocytosis , Nitrogen as amino group 
in the proteins i s of peculiar interest as interferon. Interferon 
cons is ts a group of small proteins secreted by c e l l s in response 
to v ira l infect ion. I t i s also produced by c e l l s in response 
to certain parasitic infections and to endotoxin. I t has now been 
shown that interferon i s e f fect ive in treating a wide range of 
diseases including cancer and viral infecticms. I t can be induced 
experimentally in c e l l s by treating then with double standard R.N.A. 
Interferon i s the most potent ant iviral substance known being 
—12 -14 
act ive in vitro at concentrations of less than 10 to 10 
molecules per l i t r e . I t a l so inhibits multiplication of both 
normal and cancerous c e l l s in v i t ro . More excit ing in the current 
atBK>8phere of cancer immunology i s the recent suggestion that 
39 interferon k i l l s cancer c e l l s by enhancing the host iamune response . 
Some of the aminothio acids have been used in the preparation of 
i<5 phosphorous containing pesticides'*"'. 
Sulphur compounds ccmtaining amino group are of in teres t 
1*5 14 as a synthetic intermediate of pharmaseuticals -'' . I t has been 
found that inclusion of sulpher or substitution of an oxygen by 
sulphur gives increased act iv i ty and more favourable toxic i ty 
4o 
rat io • I t i s reported that several antibiot ics and therapeutic 
agents produce antibacterial ef fect after complexation with 
41 42 
metal ' • I t i s also known that some drugs become more e f f ec t ive 
43 44 when administered as metal complex ' and a number of metal 
chelates have been foimd to inhibit turner growth ^. In cancer 
treatment i t has been shown that active species i s not the 
thiosemioarbazone i t s e l f but a metal chelate of thiosemicar-
bazon« ' • I t has also been reported that the th io lac t ic aoid 
and thioglycerol were found to possess some pharmacological 
activities*^"^^, B-alanine, cysteine, oinccmlne, 8-hydroxy 
quinoline derivatives were also found to possess'pharmacological 
Importance^^"'''*''•''. 
{i 
Chaturvadl et al. reported that complexes of sulphagonldes 
are aore potent than parent drugs' ''^. fhere are a nuntber of 
disorders in which metals accuaulate in the liver and can cause 
serious prohlens. Ihese include chronic and acute toxicity due 
to many of the heavy metal ions as well as disorders in which 
essential metal ions are accumulating in amounts far beyond any 
potential requirement to the points where toxic levels are 
76 
attained, fhus, ion is so accumulated in thalassemia major , 
77 78 hemosidersosis and hemochromatosis ' while copper is accumulated 
7Q 80 to lethal levels in Wilson*s disease^* • 
It is noted that most of the chelating agents presently 
used for the removal of toxic metals from the human body are 
quite unselective in their action e.g. EDTA, administered as 
calcium complex to facilitate the removal of lead also increases 
the excreti(»i of zinc and iron • Ihe same problem arises with 
pencilleuBine which enhances the excretion of mercury, copper and 
lead in therapy but also increases the excretion of cobalt and 
82 
zinc • Further, it is becoming increasingly clear that zinc 
plays a vital role in biological processes. Its deficiency can 
cause unusual disorders in the development of body, in metabolic 
systems and prostate gland and can result in metal retardation . 
In some cases, it has been observed that some of the heavy metal 
compounds are subsequently reabsorbed with bile acids and again 
participate in enterohepatic circulations. As a consequence, 
fatal excretion of heavy metal is modest . Such type of metal 
chelates that remove toxic metal from enterohepatic circulation 
are known as enterohepatio chelating agents. It Is essential 
for a enterohepatio chelating agent that they must have high 
molecular weight and approximately distributed to polar and 
non-polar portion so that flltrcatlcm through geomerulus of 
kidney Is hindered and preferred hlllary and fecal excretion. 
Some therapeutically more superior enterohepatio 
chelating agents, which facilitate the hlllary other than the 
renal excretion of toxic heavy metals, have heen synthesized and 
principles Involved in this design are outlined ami studied 
pharmacologically^** •'•5®'"*5c^  j.^ ^^  reviews of Livingstone et al, 
are commendable '*•" ^ , In view of the above findings, It may be 
worthwhile to study the various structural aspects of therapecutic 
chelating agents on complexatloc with toxic metals. Thus an 
attempt in the above direction for seeking such a correlation 
between magnetic and spectrochemical behaviour of metal ccmplexes 
of some such model therapeutic chelating agents has been made 
which may throw light on their mechanism of action and may also 
open up such possibilities for some other organic thlocompounds 
in the development of chelate therapy and in the search of some 
new therapeutic chelating agents. 
The basic object here is to administer a metal complex 
which will remove the toxic metals from the human body and 
simultaneously have a minimal effect on the distribution of the 
essential metal ions, nius, the circulation may be emphasized 
as a mechanism of drug action. Ibe hasic object may be stated 
in tem^ of the process desired^. 
8 
Chelate of Tarlous e s s e n t i a l 
• e t a l Ions 
Human body containing t o x i c 
<f2 *2 -¥2 
metal e . g . Cd '*, Mg , Fe , 
K , Na , Fe 
Zn e t c . 
• 3 Mn •^ 2 Ctt <f2 
Y - _ j 
Toxic metal che late 
i n excre ta 
Human hody with a normal 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of Ca*^, Mg*^, 
> 2 •«-2 F e ' " , Fe -*, Mn , Cu 
Na , K e t c . 
. • 2 
Ihe study of metal complex is based on the woxk of Alfred 
Werner, who interpreted the essential principle of coordination 
number, metal ligand bond and simple steriochemistry. fhe 
22 
application of quantum mechanics by Pauling (from 1932 onward) 
proTides a stimulous to the growth of modem theories of cheadcal 
bonding. The most important feature was that it gave a sense of 
purpose of physical techniques like magnetic measurements, I.S., 
U.y. and visible spectra, B.P.R., N.M.R. measurements and more 
recently developed field like microwave, nuclear quadrupole and 
mossbaner spectra and used as key techniques in elucidating the 
stereochemistry of metal complexes. In fact the complementary 
impact of quantum mechanics and application of modem physical 
techniques opened the way for the reniassunce of inorganic 
chemistry of which Werner coordinate compounds form the central 
them. One of the important features connected to the studies of 
absorpti(ni spectra, is the establishment of aquo ions as complexes 
on the equal footing with other complexes. 
In the context of solution chemistry colour change of a 
cimplez direct ly depends upon the attachment of llgand with 
central metal Ion. Tte colour change and different special 
arrangement of bonds around a central metal ion can he correlated 
with the marked change In magnetic properties. Suhsequent 
development of llgand f ie ld approximation (Van-Vleck ^*^, B e t h e ^ 
and Mulllken® ) overy crysta l f ie ld theory (Van-Vlack ^®') and 
correlation between spectral (v i s ib le and U.V.) and magnetic 
properties led to a better imderstandlng of bond type (ionic or 
oovalent) and stereochemistry of metal ions in complexes. 
Nyholm®^* , Figgis®^, Gray^ ® and others have predicted stereo-> 
chemistry of many complexes using magnetic cr i tarea. The most 
general treatment of llgand f ie ld theory in octahedral ccMsplexes 
was given by Tanable and Sunago^ and Orgel^ *"95 (1952-55). 
Since then Ballhausen, Cotton, Jrgenson, Dunn, Gray, Schaffer 
and several other workers have applied llgand f i e ld theory to 
the metal ocwtplexes having tetrahedral and tetragonal distribution 
of ligands around the central metal atom. 
Bie polyearboxyllc acids ccmtainlng two or more carboxylic 
groups as potential d(mors and therefore are capable of c<»Bblning 
in various polydentate modes. The metal complexes of thlopoly-
carboxylic acids have been reported by J.Podlah^ " and 
oq loo 
others^'* , who described as a polymeric carboxylate bridge 
complexes, Ihe study of such type of other complexes i s i n t e r e s -
t ing because they fom a frame work by donating through carbonyl 
oxygen atom of carboxylic group to neighbouring metal ions and 
I »J 
therefore creat mazlBum possibilities of hononuclear metal~metal 
interactltm. 
A survey of the literature Indicates that a considerahle 
work has been published on transition metal complexes of sulphur 
containing ligands because of Interesting oorelation between 
their colour and stereochemistry on one hand and their Increasing 
applications in medicines and Industries on the other hand. It 
makes a keen Interest in studying the following aspectss 
( 1) Yarious coordination number of metal ions and their 
stereoohemi stry. 
(11) Stability of various oxidatlm states of metal ions, 
(ill) Analytical applications of sulphur containing ligand. 
( iv) Anamalous magnetic properties of transition metal ions. 
( •) Ihe position of sulphur containing ligands in speotro-
chemical and nephelauzetlc series. 
( Yi) Mature of metal sulphur link and correlation with properties 
of complexes. 
Ihe metal complexes of organic compounds containing 
sulphur, oxygen and nitrogen are of great Interest because of 
their enhanced stability and formation of thlo bridged complexes. 
The distinguishing property associated with mercaptlde 
group is its ability to react with aldehydes and amines to form 
different biologically active chelating agents which are more 
Important than the parent compound. Therefore, it is proposed to 
synthesise some new biologically active chelating agents containing 
sulphur and nitrogen and study their complexatlon with metals, 
i i 
8601quant i ta i lye ly , t o an understanding in general oft 
(a) Donor property of sulphur atom; 
(b) Nature of the metal •> sulphur l i n k ; 
(0) Itae pos i t ion of d i f f e r e n t donor atoms in spectrochemlcal 
and nephelauxetlo s e r i e s and corresponding s e r i e s of centra l 
metal atoms; 
(d) Hie coordination number stereochemistry and oxidat ion s t a t e 
of t r a n s i t i o n metal i ons ; and 
( e ) Anomalous magnetic behaviour of transl t icm metal complexes. 
Bie synthesised therapeutic chelat ing agents containing 
sulphur, nitrogen and oxygen as hetero atCRns and t h e i r neutral 
complexes w i l l be studied phartaacol ogle a l l y and thus i t w i l l he lp 
in the development of che la te therapy and search of new 
b i o l o g i c a l l y ac t ive che la t ing agents of high therapeut ic v a l u e . 
In the present d i s s e r t a t i o n we have divided the work 
i n t o four phases t 
(1) The synthes i s and oharaoter izat lon of the new b i o l o g i c a l l y 
a c t i v e che lat ing agents containing sulphur* ni trogen and 
oxygen as potent ia l donors, 
(2) Preparati(»i of complexes, 
( 3 ) Characterization of metal ccmiplexes with the he lp of various 
soph i s t i ca ted physical techniques i . e . magnetic measurement, 
I , R . , N.M.R. and di f fused ref luotance s p e c t r a , 
(4) fhese metal complexes w i l l be t e s t e d for pharmacological 
and biochemlc»l a c t i v i t i e s (m rabbits and r a t s . 
1.1 
Keeping In view the fact s tated above, a keen I n t e r e s t 
has grown t o study the complex forming a b i l i t y of unreported l igand 
(propane'.li3 d l t h i o g l y c e r o l ) formed by the condensation of 
th iog lycero l and ls3>propane diamine. The s tructure of the l igand 
i s as below{ 
S - CHg - CHg - CH2 - S 
Hg-C C-^ 2 
H-C-«H HO-C-H 
H -C-OH HO-C-H„ 
2 2 
the above syntbesised compound is a hexadentate chelating agent, 
it o<mtains four hydroxyl groups and two sulphur attmis capable of 
combining in various polydentato modes. In this chelating agent, 
each end of the molecule functions independently and coordinated 
to a metal atom to form ML type complexes. 
In the present work an effort has been made to synthesize 
new chelating agent formed by the condensaticm of amine and 
meroaptol and to isolate and characterize the metal complexes of 
oobalt(II), nickel(II), copper(II), ohromium(III), iron(III), 
zinc(II), oadmium(II) and mercuxy(II) with the help of new 
sophisticated physical techniques like elemental analysis, 
infrared absorption spectra, diffuse reflectance and magnetic 
measurements. 
C H A P T E B - I I 
EXPERIMENTAL 
C H A P T E R - H 
1 . Mater ia ls and PtiyBloal fteattlreaents 
Thloglyeerol of 98.3% purity (Eyans Chemetlos, N«w Yoxic) 
was used as such without further pur l f loa t l cm. lt3-propanedlaiBlne 
and other chea lca l s were of A.R. grades. Double d i s t i l l e d water, 
d i s t i l l e d ethanol were used as s o l v e n t In preparing s o l u t i o n of 
metal s a l t s or Uganda* Hie pH of the so lu t ions were determined 
hy SLICO pH-meter LI- lO, INOIA, Magnetic measurements were made 
on v ibrat ing sample magnetometer (VSM), prlnoetcm Applied Research 
Model 155, The d i f fused re f l ec tance spectra were measured on a 
Ze i s s HiQ I I spectrophotometer from the sample d i l u t e d with 
magnesium carbonate and I . R . spectra were obtained with KBr d i sc 
on a SP-.i200 I.R* spectrophotometer. 
2 . Preparation and Pur i f i ca t ion of the LJgand 
I t has been prepared by the condensation of a amine with 
a t h i o l In presence of concentrated HCl v ia condensation of 
12 fo l lowing type t 
^ H ^ C - NHg H -S-HgC-R ^ ^HgC-S-HgC-R 
^ H g C - KHg H .S^gC-R ^HgC-S-HgC-R 
The propanedlthloglyoerol I s prepared by mixing the 
t h l o g l y e e r o l (7*^ gf O.lM) and lt3-propanedlamine In the r a t i o 
l^-i: 
of 2 j l , 22.0 gf 0.2M. The odxture i s r e i l e z e d for two hours 
on the waterbath. Ihe product thus obtained I s cooled in 
r e f r i g e r a t o r and then washed with alcohol and ether* Ihe l igand 
i s so lub le in water and other common organic s o l v e n t s . I t was 
dried in a •acuiui des iocator M.P. 98 C (not sharp) , Ihe course 
of the reaction i s as fol lowss 
CR OH CH OH 
I 2 I 2 
CHOH CBOH 
1 1 
CHg-S- H4H^ -CHg-CHg-CHg- NHg^ H S-CHg 
H* •2IIB. 
S-CH--CH„-S 
I 2 2 , 
Hg-G C ^ 2 
H-C<-OH HO-C-H 
I I 
Hg-^ C-OH HO-C-Hg 
IDTG 
Preparation of Conplexes 
1 . Cobalt(IlWH>T6 Conplex 
A s o l u t i o n of c h e l a t i n g agent (O.OIM) (100 n l ) in d i s t i l l e d 
water was added t o « i equimolecular so lu t ion of metal c h l o r i d e , 
cobal t chlor ide hezahydrate i n water . A few drops of cone. NaOH 
so lu t ion was added t o adjust the pH around 7 . 5 . Rie r e s u l t i n g 
• i x t u r e was heated on waterbath for about two hours, a brown co lour 
r. 
oomplez separates out. I t was cooled, f i l t ered and washed with 
water then with a mixture of water and ether ( I s l ) and dried in 
vacuum desiccator over anhydrous calcium chloride. 
2 . MickeldlWPDTG Complex 
A yellowish green so l id complex was prepared hy the same 
procedure as mentioned in cohalt(II)-lt>TG complex using nickel 
chloride hexahydrate. Ihe pH of the solution was 7 .5 . I t s 
so lubi l i ty was similar as that of oohalt(II)-Pl>TG complex. 
3 . Copper(II>-PPTG Complex 
A green colour sol id complex was prepared by the same 
procedure as mentioned in cobalt(II)-Pl>TG cooplex using cuprous 
chloride. The pH was around 7.0* I t s so lub i l i ty was similar to 
that of cobalt(II)-Pl>TG complex. 
*• ChromlumdiD-PPTG Complex 
An aqueous solution of metal chloride (2H) was added 
to an equimolicular solution of the chelating agent in water. 
On addition of few drops of cone. NaOH solution dirty green 
colour complex separates out. The pH of the solution was 6 . 5 . 
I t was digested on waterbath for few hours, cooled, f i l t ered , 
washed with water and alcohol ( I t l ) then with ether and dried 
in Taouo. I t was insoluble in water and other ooinnon organic 
solrents except benzene and chloroform in which i t i s part ia l ly 
so luble . 
h 
5 . Iroodll^-PPTG Complex 
Oaxic brown oolour s o l i d conplex was prepared by the sane 
method as that of Cr(III)-Pl>TCr complex. The pH of the s o l u t i o n 
was 7 . 5 . I t s s o l u b i l i t y was s i m i l a r to that of Cr(III)-PDTG 
complex* 
6 . Z i n o ( I I ) . Cadmium(H) and Mercury(II)-PPTtt Complexes 
An aqueous so lu t ion of equimolecular metal a c e t a t e s , 
2M, 100 ml were mixed t o the l igand so lu t ion in water . Few drops 
of cone. NaOH so lut ion was added t o adjust the pH around 6 . 0 , 
7*5 and 7 .0 ; whi te , l i g h t ye l low and grey oolour complexes 
separate out r e s p e o t i r e l y . These were i n s o l u b l e in water and 
i n common organic so lvents but form suspension with propylene-
g l y c o l . 
Physical Measurements 
The soph i s t i ca ted techniques used in the present work 
for the e luc idat ion of s tructures of coordination compounds are 
as belows 
1. Infrared spectroscopy. 
2. Electronic spectroscopy. 
3* Magnetic susceptibility measurements. 
However, most of the books on coordination compounds give details 
regarding the theoretical and experimental aspects about these 
techniques but a brief description seems to be appropriate is 
being given as followst 
1. Infrared apeotroscopy 
Infrared spectroscopy gives the informatlmi about the 
structure of the molecule. Ihe ordinary *Infrared region* 
ertend from 4iOOO-667 cm* . Ihe region from 12500 to %000 cm" 
Is cal led the 'near Infrared* and the region from 667-50 cm" 
i s cal led the *far Infrared*. Ihe above number {cm" ) i s 
d irect ly proportional to the absorbed energy (Ks£/hc) whereas 
the wave length i s inversely proportional to the absorbed energy 
( )\ « hc/g, 1/k.), C i s ve loc i ty of l ight and K i s the wave number 
in cm" (inverse centimeters or kaysers) for a nonlinear molecule 
of n-atoms, possessing 3n degree of freedom, the fundamental 
modes of vibrational motion w i l l be 3n«6. For a l inear molecule 
i t w i l l be 3n->5» These vibrations are known as fundamental type 
of vibrations. Ihere are however deviations from the theoretical 
values, Ihe number of vibrations are increased due tot 
(a) Combination tones - sum of two or more fundamental 
frequencies (iy^ * ^ 2 ^ 
(b) Difference tones - difference In fundamental frequencies 
(e) Multiple tones . multiple fundamental frequencies 
( ^ 2 ^ 3) • t c . 
A decrease in the numbex- of vibrations due to (a) symmetry 
of molecule, and (b) s l i gh t ly different frequencies of v ibrat ions . 
The appearance of vibrational frequencies in the I.R. 
18 
Spectra i s guided }»y the s e l e c t i o n ru l e , which s t a t e s (1) For 
infrared a c t i v i t y of a Tihrat lon, i t should produce a periodic 
change in the dipole noment. In the absorption of rad ia t ion , 
only t r a n s i t i o n s for which change in the v ibra t iona l energy l e v e l , 
i . e . Z \X) i s ^ 1 can occur. 
Ibe absorption frequency i s af fected by e l ec t ronega t ive 
groups, conjugation and hydrogen bonding. Greater the e l e c t r o -
n e g a t i v i t y of the subs t i tuent group, greater the absorption 
frequency. Al l such groups, which increases the ac id i ty of an 
ac id , they must r a i s e the absorption frequency. Conjugation 
causes the lowering of absorption frequency, are broed and of 
h igh I n t e n s i t y because of l arge number of -OH groups, 
- 1 - 1 
Regions above 1800 cm and 909*650 cm are funct ional 
group r e g i m s . Most of the funct ional groups are shown in these 
regions and par t i cu lar ly In the higher one* 
- 1 - 1 
Region below 1300 cm - 900 cm knovm as f inger print 
reg ion In which molecule as a whole shows the spectrum and not 
a par t i cu lar funct ional group. 
Thou^ complete normal coordinate , ana lys i s of a given 
molecule i s necessary for predict ion of a l l the bands in I .R . 
spectrum, i t i s at time enough t o cons ider the frequencies of 
c e r t a i n , groups of atoms c a l l e d group frequenc ies . Ihese 
frequencies are c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of groups no matter, in what 
molecule they occur. Hie absence of that par t i cu lar grouping 
form the molecule . 
'i. :^ 
C-S s t r e t c h i n g : The C-S s t r e t c h i n g v ibrat ions have been 
ass igned to a weak band in the region VOOoSOO cm" . There appears 
t o be a progressive decrease in the frequency In the orders 
101 primary, secondry and t e r t i a r y C-S , In several a lkyl 
th locyanates , i t appears in the region 772-622 <m • D i a l k y l -
dixanthogens show the C-S s tre tch ing between 690-680 om' • 
1 , 2 , 4 - D i t h l o z o l i n e d e r i v a t i v e s have been found to show at l e a s t 
two bands in the range 635-602 cm which nay be due to 
C-S s t re tch ing v i b r a t i o n s . 
C-H Stre tch lngj These frequencies usual ly appear between 
3100-3000 o n ' • In alkane C-B s t r e t c h i n g band appears in the 
region 2962-2853 on" , i t appears in the regicm 3095-3010 en"* 
in the case of d i subs t i tu ted alkanes . A sharp 0*41 s t r e t c h i n g 
band in alkyne appears a t 3300 cm" . Aromatic compounds g i v e 
r i s e var iab le C-H bands a t the region 3030 en" • 
M-S Stretchingt The metal sulphur s t re tch ing frequency i s a 
d i r e c t evidence f o r M-S l inkage . I t appears in the low frequency 
region 300-380 on**. 
S<-0 Stretohlngi The s t r e t c h i n g frequency of carbonyl group 
appears in the region 1700-1750 en" when oxygen atom coordinates 
t o n e t a l i o n , i t i s s h i f t e d to low frequency region i . e . 
1650-15*5 on"*. 
2 . B lectronic spectroacopv 
nie t rans i t i on ne ta l complexes usual ly absorb l i g h t 
'id 
some where In the spectral region between 200-2000 ns. Hie 
transitions responsible for these absorption correspond to the 
excitation of electrons of molecule from the ground state to 
higher electronic states. Electronic transitions takes place 
between the ground levels of coordination clusters and the 
excited levels. In a transition metal all the five "d" orbltals 
2 2 2 
viz. dxy, dyz, dxa, da and dx -y are degenerated. However, 
In coordination compounds due to the presence of the llgand, the 
degenracy is lifted and d orbltals split into two groups, called d 
2 2 2 (dxy and dxa) and dr (dx and dx -y ). In an octahedral complex 
the set of d orbital goes above the original level of the 
degenerated orbltals. In the case of tetrahedral c(nnplexes the 
position of the d and dr orbltals is reversed. 
As a result of different types of Intereleotronlc 
interaction, (which are absent in a single electron system), many 
more non-degenerate states exist In d2^9 electron system than 
In a single eleetrcm system. Further, the concepts of spin and 
orbital angular momentum for the Individual electrons loose 
significance in a many electron system. These properties of the 
Individual electrons are coupled together to produce a single 
resultant momentum is described by the quantum nuuber *J*. Term 
symbols are used to indicate both the electronic configuration 
and the resultant angular momentum of an atomic state. TWo 
schemes L.S coupling are used to describe the coupling of all the 
angular momenta in the atom. Hie LS coupling scheme is used 
when Spin-orbital interactions are relatively small. Hie 
1.^ * 
individual orbital angular moBientum indicated by the quantua 
nuaber L for the state, fhe individual electron spin ouMients 
also couple to give a resultant spin noaient described by the 
quantum number S. The L and S value determines the value of 
resultant angular momentum J, which can have quantized positive 
values ranging from L-S to L-fS. (Consecutive values are separated 
by 1). The JJ coupling scheme is used when spin orbital 
interactions are large. Ibe spin angular momentun of an individual 
electron couple with its orbital momentum to give an individual j 
for that electron. Ihe individual J is coupled to produce 
resultant J for the atom. 
The total orbital angular momentum for an incomplete d 
shell electrons is obtained by adding L values of the individual 
electrons which are treated as a vector with the component ml 
in the direction of applied field. Thus, 
m l i « O i 2 3 4 i 5 6 
S p D F G H I 
The t o t a l spin angular momentum S « Si where Si i s the 
value of spin angular momentum of the indiv idual e l e c t r o n s , S has 
a degeneracy equal t o 2S4>i, which i s a l so known as spin m u l t i -
p l i c i t y . Thus a term i s f i n a l l y d«ioted as "L", e . g . i f S« i and 
L « l . The term symbol w i l l be negat ive and s i m i l a r l y for V 
(ground s t a t e ) the texm symbol 3F2 (^"^t ^*ft J*4«3»2) and 
16^ (Lo^, SBO, J«4I) for e x c i t e d s t a t e . 
4 
In general the term arising from a d configuraticm are 
as followss 
9 
d^ d® F', ht \ ^, ^ 
d3d7 S, *F, \ \ h. \ \ . P^ 
d*d6 \ \ \ \ , h^, %, 4. \ , H, \ . \ 
d5 ^s, \ V, \ \ h, \ \ , h^. \ , h, 2s 
The electronic transitions taking place in an atom or an 
ion are generated by certain "Selection Rules*. Transitions 
which are possible according to these rules are referred to as 
"allowed transitions" and those not possible as "forbidden 
transitions". 
(1) Transitions between states of different nultiplicity (So) 
are forbidden. 
(2) Transitions involving the excitation of nore than one 
electron are forbidden. 
(3) In a molecule, which has a centre of symmetry transitions 
between two or two undegenerated states degenerate 
symmetry, are forbidden. 
All the tens in a given system further split in the 
presence of a ligand field. Intereleotronic repulsions within 
a configuration give the energies of term above, the ground term. 
The energies are functions of two parameters related to the 
electronic repulsions. Ihe two parameters may be chosen in 
102 ^ » 
either way of Cond(m Shortley (Fg and F^) or in that of 
Racah^^^*^^^ (B and C) lor d orbital electrcms. It Is possii>le 
to •xanlne the effect of crystal field on a polyelectron 
configuration. The ligand field spliting due to crystal field 
can be obtained by considerations of group theory. It has been 
sbowi that an S state remain unchanged, P state does not split, 
a D state split into two and F state into three and G state 
into four states as tabulated below. Ibis fold for an octahedral 
as well as symmetxy 
D E • Tg 
Electronic Spectra In Solids> fhe spectra of the oMsplezes 
nay be taken in the solid state as well as in solution. This 
may be accomplished in three wayst 
( i) A single crystal may be studied. Here the obserration of 
the absorption spectrum may be made in different crystal 
orientations and with light polarized indifferent directions. 
( ii) Rie diffuse reflectance spectrum * In this technique, the 
sample Is grounded finally and the light is made to pass 
through it and examined. Except for bands of low intensity 
it is usually advantageous to grind the compound intimately 
with a suitable inert while material such as magnesium 
carbonate. Minima in the reflected light occurs at ttie 
absorption bands of the complex. However often dif fuse 
reflectance Is the only nethod available for the examination 
of spectrum of an insoluble or unstable material. I t i s 
not possible to obtain extinction coeff ic ient for the bands 
in diffuse reflectance spectra. The spectra are obtained 
as plots relat ive absorbance against energy, 
( i i i ) Bands in the infrared part of the spectrini may be examined 
with the Specimen in the form of a mull, as usual in 
infrared spectroscopy, this technique finds use for 
materials which are insoluble in solvents and transparent 
to infrared radiat ions. 
Charge Transfer Spectral Simietistes charge transfer bauds appear 
in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Charge transfer 
spectra involve as the name implies, a redistribution of electron 
densily within a molecule i . e . transfer of charge from ligand to 
metal or metal to ligand. They have often been referred to as 
redox spectra. For metal complexes there are often p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
that charge transfer spectra extend into the v i s i b l e region to 
obscured d-d transit ions . The rule i s that greater the oxidizing 
power of the metal ion and tibe reducing power of the ligand group, 
lower the energy at which the charge transfer bands appear. 
However, these should be c learly discerned frcm the ligand bands 
which might also occur in the same region. 
3 . Magnetic suscept ibi l i ty measurements 
When a sample material i s placed in a uniform magnetic 
field, a dlpole aoaent proportimial to the product of the sanple 
susceptibility times the applied field is Induced In the saiaple. 
If the sample is nade to undergo sinusoidal motion as well, an 
electrical signal can be induced in suitably located stationary 
pick up coils, fhis signal whibh is at the ribration frequency. 
Is proportional to the magnetic Boment, vibration amplitude, and 
vlbratl<m frequency. This means of producing an electrical slipaial 
related to the magnetic properties of a sample material Is used 
in the Hodel 155 y^. The material under study Is contained in a 
sample holder, which is centered in the regiim between the pole 
pieces of a laboratory magnet, A slender vertical sample ro4l 
connects the sample holder with a transducer assembly located 
above the magnet, which, in turn, supports the transducer assembly 
by means of sturdy, adjustable support rods. 
The transducer converts a sinusoidal ac drive signal, 
provided by an oscillator/amplifier circuit located in the console, 
into a sinusoidal vertical vibration of the sample rod and the 
sample is thus made to "undergo a sinusoidal motion" in a uniform 
magnetic field. Coils mounted <m the pole pieces of the magnet 
pick up the signal resulting from the sample motion. 
This ac signal at the vibration frequency is proportional 
to the magnitude of the moment induced in the sample. However, 
it is also proportional to the vibration amplitude and frequency. 
This being the case, moment readings taken simply by measuring 
the amplitude of the signal are subject to errors resulting from 
vibrations in the amplitude and frequency of vibration. To 
•I ' 
overcome t h i s problem, the Model 155 makes use of an Ingenious 
n u l l i n g technique to obtain moment readings which are free of 
these sources of error . I h l s technique depends on helng a b l e to 
use a v ibrat ing capacitor t o generate another comparison s i g n a l 
which v a r i e s with moment, v ibrat ion amplitude, and v ibra t ion 
frequency in the same manner as does the s igna l from the pick up 
c o l l s . By appropriately processing these two s i g n a l s , the 
e f f e c t s of v ibrat ion amplitude and frequency s h i f t s are c a n c e l l e d 
and readings are obtained which vary only with mmtent, the 
quantity of i n t e r e s t . 
the s ignal from the pick up c o i l s i s applied to one input 
of a d i f f e r e n t i a l ampl i f ier , which has as i t s other input a 
s i g n a l derived from the f ixed plate assembly of a v i b r a t i n g 
capac i tor mounted beneath the transducer assembly* Applied t o 
the moving p late assembly of the capaci tor i s a do vo l tage 
proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample (For the moment, 
forego any ocmsiderations of how t h i s do vo l tage i s produced). 
Thus an ac s i ^ a l i s coupled onto the f ixed p late assembly of the 
v ibra t ing oapaoitor and from there t o the second input o f the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l ampl i f ier . This s i g n a l , because the dc v o l t a g e 
applied t o the moving assembly i s proporti(mal t o the magnetic 
moment, i s proportional t o the moment as w e l l . Moreover, because 
the capaci tor i s vibrated by the same transducer as v i b r a t e s the 
sample, the capacitor output s igna l var i e s with changes in 
frequency and vibrat ion amplitude in the same manner as does the 
s i g n a l from the pick up c o i l s . 
In other words, changes in vibration ouplltude and 
frequency have identically the same effect on both of the signals 
applied to the differential amplifier, and, because the 
differential amplifier passes only differences between the two 
signals, the effects of vibration amplitude and frequency changes 
are cancel led, nius, of the three factors (moment, yibraticm 
amplitude, vibratitxi frequency) which affect the amplitude of 
the pick up coil sigaal, only one moment, determines the amplitude 
of the signal at the output of the differential amplifer. fbi^ 
signal in turn is applied to a synchronous detector, where it is 
compared with a reference signal taken from the same oscilator 
as furnishes the transducer drive signal. At the output of the 
synchronous detector then, is a do signal proportional to the 
amplitude of the moment. Ihis dc signal is amplified and then 
used in two different ways. First of all, it is fed back to the 
movable plate assembly of the vibrating capacitor. Second, it 
is applied to the output display circuits, fhe effect of the 
fedback is to automatically adjust the dc signal to the level 
required to maintain the capacitor output signal at the same 
level as the pick up coil signal. For samples having a weak 
mcment, the feedback dc voltage will be low. In any case, it will 
always be proportional to the dipole moment of the sample and 
independent of variations in the vibration amplitude or frequency. 
As this dc voltage also serves as the input to the output display 
circuitry, the Model 155 output display indicates moment maoiitude 
alone, uninfluenced by vibration amplitude changes and frequency 
fhe effeotlve nagnetic aoment ol the saiople can be 
calculated by the following loniulat 
/ R M T \ 
^h~ e l l . - 2.8* i - 5 - ^ J B.M. 
where, R « Beading ol the magnetic noment. 
N at Molecular weight. 
T m Absolute Temperature. 
H m Electric f i e ld applied. 
V m veight o l the sample. 
Analytical Estimations 
Metal Estimation ol the Compleac 
Iron, cobalt, nickel , copper and chromium in H)T6-complezes 
were estimated by lollowing procedures 
A known amount ol complex was dissolved in concentrated 
sulphuric acid and eraporated to dryness, Bie black decomposed 
complex was then treated with an oxidizing mixture (HNO. & HCIO. ) 
in the rat io It3) and heated to complete dryness. Hie process 
vaa repeated many times to ensure complete decomposition o l the 
organic matter in the complex, the residue so obtained was 
dissolved in water and made up to a known volume. Ihe metals 
in these standard solutions were then estimated by the use ol 
standard ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (S.D.T.A.) t i t ra t ion 
method as the case may be PAN, CuPAN or Sriochrome black-T were 
used as indicator. 
Ihe solutions for the graTlmetrio estimation of copper 
and nickel in the conplexes were made hy treating a known 
amount of the complex with concentrated n i t r i c acid and 
heating i t to a syrup ccmsistency. The process was repeated 
several times and the syrup mass so obtained was then dissolved 
in water. The excess of n i t r i c acid was removed hy the addition 
of concentrated hydrochloric acid and evaporating again to a 
syrupy mass, fhis was then dissolved in water and made t o a 
known volume. 
For the estimaticm of copper, a known volume of the 
above prepared standard solution was taken, acidif ied with 
di lute hydrochloric acid and to i t a icfft alkaline thiooyanate 
solution was added with constant s t irr ing in presence of a 
reducing agent l ike sulphurous acid, the white precipitate 
thus obtained was allowed to stand for few hours and then 
f i l t ered through a weighed crucible. I t was washed 10-15 times 
with cold solution prepared by mixing 1 ml of alkalithiooyanate 
and 5->6 drops of saturated sulphurous acid in 100 ml of water. 
Final ly washed i t several times with 2iQI% alcohal to remove 
alkali thiooyanate. Bry the precipitate at 110-120 C to a 
constant weight. Copper was then estimated as cuprous t h i o -
oyanate (Cu CNS). The percentage of the metal in the complex 
was then calculated. 
For the estimation of nickel known volume of the above 
prepared solution was taken, acidif ied with di lute hydrochloric 
acid and to i t a (me percent dimethylglyoxime s o l u t i m in 
\l 
alcohol was added with ooostant s t i r r i n g and then rendered the 
s o l u t i o n amnonical hy adding s l i g h t excess of aqueous aimmiia. 
The bright red p r e c i p i t a t e thus obtained was allowed t o stand 
tor (me hour and then f i l t e r e d through a weighted s in tered 
c r u c i b l e . I t was washed by co ld water unt i l free chloride i o n s 
and then dried at 110*120 C t o a constant we ight . Nickel was 
then estimated as nickeldimethylglyoxiBie Ni(C^H^2^2^2 ° ° ^ 
the percentage of n icke l in the complex was then c a l c u l a t e d . 
Sulphur Bstimatiop of the Coaolex 
The sulphur i n the coniplexes of PDTG has been est imated 
in the s o l u t i o n s as fo l lowst 
For est imation of the sulphur in the complexes a 
platinum criK^ible was taken and heated t o a constant we ight . 
The bottom surface of the cooled cruc ib l e was then covered with 
a small amount of fusing mixture (XNO.tNagCO.ixls?) and the 
weight of cruc ib le was taken. Over t h i s fus ing mixture approxi< 
mately 0 . 1 gm of the oon^lex was added c a r e f u l l y and weight 
of the cruc ib le was taken aga in . A good amount of the fus ing 
mixture was again added so t h a t the complex present in the 
cruc ib le get covered complete ly . The weight was takm again . 
The cruc ib le containing the complex and the fusion mixture was 
then heated care fu l ly on a low flame keeping i n mind that no 
Spurting takes p lace . After complete fusion the cruc ib le was 
cooled of f and placed i n a beaker. The white fused mixture i n 
the beaker was then d i s so lved i n d i l u t e hydrochloric ac id . 
ti -L 
heated on a waterbath for few hours and f i l t ered off. To the 
f i l t r a t e hot solution of barium chloride was added with ccmstant 
Btirrlug, The white precipitate so obtained was digested on a 
waterbath, cooled f i l tered through the constant weighed sintered 
crucible , washed with cold water and f inal ly with hot water, 
dried at 110-120 C to a cfmstant weight and weighed as barlua 
sulphate. From these results the percentage of the sulphur In 
th9 complex was then estimated. 
C H A P T E R - I I I 
BESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
C H A P T E R , I I I 
BBSULTS 4NP DISCUSSION 
The structure of the l lgand i s as helcntt 
S - CHg - CHg - CHg - S 
Hg-C C ^ 2 
H ^ ^ H H 0 - « ^ 
Hg-C-OH HO-C-Hg 
Propane l } 3 - ^ l t h l o g l y c e r o l (PDTG) 
The above s tructure i s supported by (a) the elemental 
a n a l y s i s , (h) the I .R . absorption spectrum, and (o) the f a i l u r e 
t o g ive p o s i t i v e t e s t s 'for free sulphydryl group. 
Elemental Analysis 
Ihe r e s u l t s of carbon, hydrogen and sulphur a n a l y s i s for 
the che la t ing agent arB given in the t a b l e - 1 and found t o be In 
e x c e l l e n t agreement with those ca l cu la ted for the above s t r u c t u r e . 
I . E . Absorption Spectra 
ttke most s t r i k i n g evidence for the above s tructure of the 
l i gand i s t ( i ) m e disappearance of S-H s tre tch ing absorption band 
and oNHg s tre tch ing band in the regicm 2600 t o 2550 oa*" and 
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lt3-propane diamine,and (11) The sharpening and Intensifying ot 
the C-S stretching in the region 700 oai relative to that 
observed In thloglycerol . 
Sttlphydryl and Aalno Group Identiflcatlwa Tests 
A final piece of experimental evidence which confirms the 
structure of the above chelating agent Is the fact that (1) Hie 
solution of the chelating agent f a l l s to produce any blue colour 
when treated with Feci* solution ^'^ , and (11) fhe solutl<ni of 
the chelating agent also f a l l s to produce any smell of ammonia 
when treated with a lka l i . 
Ihe metal c<mplexes of propane l i3-dlthloglycerol are 
coloured complexes with cobal t ( I I ) , n l cke l ( I I ) , copper(II), 
ohromlum(III) and Iron(III ) . Elemental analysis and magnetic 
suscept ib i l i ty measuremoits of these complexes are given In 
t a b l e - i and selected Infrared spectral bends in table-3 and 
diffuse reflectance spectral dates in table»2 and figures of 
diffuse reflectance and Infrared are given from 1-5 and 6-14 
respect ively , 
fhe results of elemental analysis , sulphur and metal 
estlmatlaa suggests the following composition of the complexess 
1 . Co(C^Hj3S20^) 
2 . MKC^jgSgO^) 
3 . CU(C^H^QS20^) 
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5 . FeCC^H^gSgO^) 
6 . Zn(C5H^QS20^) 
7 . CdCC^jgSgO^) 
8 . HgCC^jgSgO^) 
Ihe metal complexes of propane l t 3 - d i t h l o g l y c e r o l (pDTG) 
are thermally quite s t a b l e and t h e i r deoompositlcm temperatures 
range from 248 t o 286 C. I n s o l u b i l i t y of these complexes i n water , 
a lcohol and most of the organic s o l v e n t s i n d i c a t e that the 
complexes are n o n - e l e c t r o l y t i c in nature . 
Cobalt(IIWfPTa Complex 
7 2 Cobalt has an e l e c t r o n i c configurat ion 3d' 4s and thus 
7 
the free cobaltous icm would have 3d e f f e c t i v e e l e c t r o n i c 
conf igurat ion . Ihe c o b a l t ( I I ) ion can, there fore , assume 
octahedral , te trahedral , squareplanar or te tragonal s t e r e o -
chemistry depending upon the s trength of the l igand f i e l d , Ihe 
h igh-sp in octahedral complexes of c o b a l t ( I I ) are known t o have 
104 
e f f e c t i v e magnetic moments ranging from 4 .80 to 5*60 B.M. 
invo lv ing very high orb i ta l contr ibut ion . Ihe sp in-only moment 
for three unpaired e l ec trons i s m l y 3*89 B.N. and the h igh- sp in 
104 te trahedra l complexes have magnetic moments considerably 
greater than the spin-mily va lue , namely in the range 4 .20 t o 
104 4 . 9 0 B.M. fhe magnetic moment values for h igh-spin f i v e -
coordinated cobal t (II ) -complexes ere known t o l i e in the range of 
te trahedral complexes i . e . 4 .50 t o 4 .80 B.M.^^^ On the other hand, 
a l l the square-planar and the s t rong ly tetragonal <mes are of the 
: \ 
}8 
lowospln typing haring one unpaired e l e c t r o n . HowoTer, there 
i s a very large orb i ta l contr ibut ion t o the magnetic moment 
so that the e f f e c t i v e moments for these complexes genera l ly l i e 
104 in t h e range 2.2o t o 2«90 BJi» Again, i t i s we l l known that 
s ix -coordinated low-spin complexes exh ib i t magnetic moment only 
s l i g h t l y higher than the spin*(mly value v i z . 1.90 t o 2 .00 B.M. 
Our observed magnetic moment value 4.89 B.M. for cobalt(II)-PDTG 
complex, tab le -1 i s within the usual range of the reported data 
for high-spin octahedral complexes. This c l e a r l y i n d i c a t e s the 
octahedral nature of the complex. 
fhe e l e c t r o n i c spectrum of cob&lt(II)-PDTG complex as 
recorded in f igure-1 and t a b l e - 2 c o n s i s t s of two main bands 
at 7 .87 kK and I9 .23 kK with a shoulder at 16.39 kK. Although 
the complex has ti^h symmetry, the observed spectrum can be 
interpre ted in terms of metal ion surrounded by a weak l igand 
f i e l d of octahedral microsynsnetry. Ihe c o b a l t ( I I ) ion has the 
4 5 2 
P ( tg • ) ground s t a t e with the exc i ted s t a t e 4p l y i n g 15B 
higher in energy. In a cubic c r y s t a l f i e l d , these l e v e l s w i l l 
s p l i t i n t o *Tjg(F), \ g ( F ) , \gi^) and ^''ig^') ^n *>*"^ «'' ^^ 
i n c r e a s i n g energy. Hence for octahedral c o b a l t ( I I ) complexes, 
three spin-al lowed bauds are expected corresponding t o the 
transitions. \g(F) --^ \^{r){^^), \g(F) -r^\^ir)(i^j^) 
and T. (F) — ^ T^ ( p ) ( ^ - ) , Ihese s t a t e s are derived from 
3 4 5 2 
tg e and "'tg e conf igurat ions r e s p e c t i v e l y . The t r a n s i t i o n 
4 4 
T^-(F) — 7 Ag (F)(i32) i« a *wo electron process and will be 
•Bch weaker than the other transitions. Ihe observed lowest energy 
39 
"band at 7.87 kK can, therefore , be ass igned as {x^^) and the 
strcmg band a t I9 .23 kK as ( - 0 . ) t r a n s i t i o n . To re so lve the 
problem of assignment of the shoulder a t 16.39 kK the l lgand f i e l d 
parameters were ca lcu la ted by the use of the fo l lowing 
107 
semi empirical equations . This g ives the value of parameters 
Dq and B accurately l e s s than 5 oaT • 
( I ) »,' ^ - ^ 8 . 7 + 0 .5 (Dq/B'- 1) 
( I I ) 15B - U 3 - 2 :^)jL • 10 Dq • 'b 
1 ; l . l O i J - l 3 
« » « " . »q - 9:20 » » • Jt ^ . 
0.45 tl^ 
« l d m — — — — 
To so lve these equations for Dq and B, experimental 
values o f l 3 ^ a n d l ) - , as ass igned above have been used. The 
p o s i t i o n of 2 trans!t l (»i has been ca lcu la ted using the r e l a t i o n 
13 2 " ^ 1 • 10 Dq . The ca lcu la ted value of ("i^ ) 15.7* kK, 
agree w e l l with the observed value of 16.39 kK for the shoulder . 
108 Lever has suggested that the shoulder on the pr inc ipa l 
band in an octahedral c o b a l t ( I I ) c(Mnplex in order to ass ign ii^n) 
t r a n s i t i o n , must have an energy approximately twice but not greater 
than 2 .20 times that o f ^ ) \ t r a n s i t i o n . IDiis i s s t r i c t l y true for 
a regular octahedral molecule and wel l substant ia ted by our 
»a lcu la ted value of 2,08 for -—- which i s in agreement with other 
40 
107 
eomplezes of octahedral symmetry . The value of ^, 0 . 8 2 3 , 
i n d i c a t e s a low degree of oovalency. Thus, magnetic and spec tra l 
data suggest octahedral symmetry of the complex, fh l s I s further 
supported by I t s Infrared spec tra l s tudy . 
Hlckel(II)~pDTG Complex 
Ihe n i c k e l ( I I ) Ion has an e f f e c t i v e e l e c t r o n i c conf igurat ion 
3d and exh ib i t s a magnetic moment value higher than expected for 
two unpaired e lec trons In octahedral and tetrahedral complexes 
due t o orb i ta l contr ibut ions whereas I t s squareplanar complexes 
are dlamagnetlc. Ibe e f f e c t i v e magnetic moment values reported 
for h igh-sp in octahedral n i c k e l ( I I ) complexes range from 3.20 t o 
109 i04 
3.^0 B.M. and those of tetrahedral between 3.60 t o 4 ,00 B.M. 
depending upon the magnitude of orb i ta l contr ibut ion . The magnetic 
moment 3 .82 B.M. observed In the present case , Table-1, l i e w e l l 
i n the above mentioned range of known octahedral complexes. This 
c l e a r l y Indicates the octahedral nature of the complex. 
For such a complex In octahedral syimnetry three bands 
are expected In the e l e c t r o n i c spectrum at tr ibuted t o the 
t r a n s i t i o n s \^{r) —:^ \ g ( F ) ( ^ l ) . \gi^) ""^ \ g ( F ) ( ^ 2 ) *"•* 
'AO (F) — > ' ' ' i g ( '* ) (^3)« '^^ e l e c t r o n i c spectrum of n l c k e l ( I I ) -
PDTG complex, F i g . 2 , Table-2 shows three spin-al lowed t r a n s i t i o n s 
at 7 .69 kK {L) ^), 14.92 kK {-DQ) an<J 23.80 kK ( i 3 , ) . These bands 
are very much s imi lar t o that oi the n i cke l aquate Iii(U. 0)^ 
which show trans i t i ons at 8 .50 kK ( x i ^ ) , 13.50 kK (^2^ *"* 
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l l ie observed e l ec t ron ic spectrum In the range 8 .0 kE to 30.0 kK 
can w e l l be interpreted in terms of metal ion surrounded by a 
weak l igand f i e l d of microsyBinetry, fhe l igand f i e l d s p l i t t i n g 
energy, 10 Dq, i s taken equal t o the energy of the f i r s t 
t r a n s i t i o n {iJ^) and the Racah parameter, B, was c a l c u l a t e d from 
i'X^^)$ (1)2^ *"*^  t^-T) Ijand energ ies using the diagonal sum r u l e i 
15B m "x^ g • V , «- 3 ^ 4 • l*** d i s t o r t e d octahedral s tructure 
of the complex was further oonflrmed by comparing the separat ion 
(X n^ g) of (\^2^ *"^ 0 ^ 3 ) bands, 8 .88 kK, with those ca lcu la ted 
value (X , ) of 6.3A1 kS on the bas i s of regular octahedral 
symmetry^^2, Further, for te tragonal n i c k e l ( I I ) complexes, va lues 
•X32 
of —r- are found s i p i i f i c a n t l y greater than the usual range for 
octahedral complexes and sometimes greater than the t h e o r e t i c a l 
112 l i m i t of 1.80 f o r octaliedral sysiuetry* fhe i n t e r a c t i o n between 
h igh-sp in ' T ( P ) and ^T (F) s t a t e s gradually lower the r a t i o 
—— from the t h e o r e t i c a l value of 1.80 t o c a l . 1.50 t o 1,70 and 
the values of about 1.60 t o 1.70 are oomnon for n i c k e l ( I I ) complexes 
-1J2 of octahedral symmetry. In the present case , the —-=• r a t i o of 
1.9% i s ocmsiderably greater than the usual ly accepted values 
f o r octahedral n icke l (I I) complex. Ihis c l e a r l y i n d i c a t e s the 
d i s t o r t e d octahedral nature of the complex. 
A value of p, 0 .999, i n d i c a t e s low degree of oovalency. 
Thus i t can be concluded that n i o k e l ( I I ) complex i s h igh-spin 
octahedra l . 
Copperdll-PPTG Complex 
10 1 
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therefore , the free copper(II ) Icm would have the e f f e c t i v e 
Q 2 
e l e c t r o n i c configuration of 3d^» ground term £ . Hie sp in -on ly 
moBient value for the oopper(II) i s I . 73 B.M, Majority of 
copper(II ) complexes show normal magnetic moment of 1.75 t o 
115 2.20 B.M. indicat ing the absence of any appreciable spin 
coupl ing between unpaired electrcms belonging t o d i f f e r e n t copper 
113 atoms. According t o F i g g i s , the magnetic moment value for 
te trahedral i s ^ 1.90 B.M. whereas for squareplanar and octahedral 
copper(II ) spec ies i s <(^i«90 B.H. As the d i f ference in the 
magnetic moment values i s small , the same can not be used for 
the s t ruc tura l determination of copper (I I) complexes. On the 
other hand, a number of copper(II ) complexes have been reported 
/- 114 
to show a subnormal magnetic moment \ 1.73 B,M, . Some 
115 
copper(II ) carboxylates and the so c a l l e d tr i coordinated 
lift 
copper(II ) complex belongs to t h i s category . However, the 
subnormal magnetic moment i s not observed in a l l carboxyl group 
bridged polymers, e . g , copper(II) -benzoate t r ihydrote , shows a 
magnetic moment of 1.87 B,M, in s p i t e of i t s l i n e a r polymeric 
117 
s t ruc ture , The observed magnetic moment o f 1,36 B.M, (Table-1) 
of copper(II)'>PDTG complex inc ludes strcHig sp in - sp in pair ing 
and polymeric s t r u c t u r e , 
Ihe e l e c t r o n i c spectrum of an octahedral ly coordinated 
oopper(II)-FDTG complex should normally exhib i t absorption band 
2 2 2 
due t o B —^ Tg t r a n s i t i o n . Ihe fi s t a t e i s h ighly 
s u s c e p t i b l e t o John-Tel ler d i s t o r t i o n and no copper(II)-complex 
should have a regular octahedral symmetry. Hie d i s t o r t i o n causes 
45 
broadening or eren s p l i t t i n g of the absorption bands. Iherefore , 
a l l the s i x coordinated oopper(II)-complexes are te tragonal with 
D.h, or C^ V symmetry or rhombic with CgV symnetry. In B^h 
symmetry the E and T l e v e l s of the u free ion term w i l l fur ther 
s p l i t i n t o Bj^  , A, , Bg and £ l e v e l s r e s p e c t i v e l y and the energy 
l e v e l sequence w i l l depend on the amount of the d i s t o r t i o n ®, 
the observed band at 13.33 kK ( F i g . 3, t ab leo2) seems t o exclude 
the squareplanar form, as the squareplanar copper(II)-complexes 
genera l ly show two bands of nearly equal i n t e n s i t y corresponding 
2 V 2 2 s 2 
to the t r a n s i t i o n s B^ ""^ A. and B^ " ~ ^ E , l i k e the 
reported 15*00 kK and 18.0 kK bands for squareplanar c o p p e r ( I I ) - b i s 
(ace ty lace tonate ) complex . fberefore i t i s concluded 
that the copper(II)-FDTG complex i s of d i s t o r t e d octahedral 
s t r u c t u r e . Hence, the band a t 13*33 kK has been i d e n t i f i e d as 
the t r a n s i t i o n ^E^ —^ ^T„. , 
Chromium(II)-PDT6 Complex 
The chromium(III) ion has an e f f e c t i v e e lec tr (mio 
5 
conf igurat ion of 3d^ and as such i t should e x h i b i t the paramagne-
tism corresponding to three unpaired e l ec trons in an octahedral 
environment. The most of the polymeric chromium(III)-thiodioar«> 
boxylate complexes show magnetic moment very c l o s e to sp in -on ly 
121 96 98 
va lue of 3*88 B.M* in octahedral stereochemistry t? »7o^ ^ ^ 
observed magnetic moment value of 3*55 B.M. in the present case 
( t a b l e - 1 ) i s considerably lower than the one reported above, 
i n d i c a t i n g the presence of sp ln -orb l t coupling within the complex 
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foraed but does not exclude the polymeric structure. Ihe 
properties of the oonplez are quite different from those of the 
bivalent one, indicating a polymeric structure of Me LOH type 
oomplex showing no tendency of substitutitm by other anions. 
It seems probable for these hydroxyl groups to act as bridges 
between the metal atoms forming polymeric chains, Ihis view is 
further supported by the magnetic moment of the chromium complex 
formed which is typical of an hydroxobridged polymer as well as 
by the insolubility of the complex in all the common organic 
solvents. Further, the insolubility of the complex in benzene 
and chloroform accompanied by its marked swelling, is another 
positive evidence for the presence of linear chains as the 
predominating species with the cross linkage. 
Assuming a cubic octahedral field to be present, the 
electronic ground state will be A™ state arising from the 
strong field configuration (*2ff' • 0****^  states springing from 
2 2 2 this configuration are E , T^ and T„ . The next strong field 
2 
configuration is (t., ) (e ), producing the quartet states 
*g g 
4 k 
Tg- and T^^ , where the energy separation between the two lower 
4 4 
l e v e l s , Ag and Tg , i s 10 Dq, Thus, in the chromium(III) c a s e , 
the energy of the longest wavelength peak should give a good 122 
approximation of the c r y s t a l f i e l d parameter 10 Dg . These 
t r a n s i t i o n s may be assigned as : A —^ T,. ( F ) ( i J . ) ; 
2g ^g 1 
^Agg "^ * * l g ( * ' ) ( ^ ) an^ *A2g — ^ ^T^g(P)(l^3) and spin forbidden 
4 V 2 
t r a n s i t i o n Ag —> E . Hie e l e c t r o n i c Spectrum of chromium(III)-
PBTG complex (Fig . 4, t a b l e ? * ^ I^ AfS'f u^ LMcfte spin allowed t r a n s i t i o n s 
y^^^^ " -^  - - ? ^ 
r^ f A C C . N O 
48 
at 17,5* kK {-O^), 23.80 IcK ( ^ g ) and 39.21 kK ( i 3 _ ) . The 
trans l t lcm at 15.03 kK i s Just the spin forhidden t r a n s i t i o n . 
I t i s l i k e l y that the complex i s of octahedral syBmetiry. The 
observed e l e c t r o n i c spectrum in the range 8 .00 kK t o 4iO*00 kK 
can we l l be interpreted in terms of metal ion surrounded by an 
intermediate l igand f i e l d of microsymmetry. Hie l igand f i e l d 
s p l i t t i n g energy, 10 Dq was taken as equal t o the f i r s t t r a n s i t i o n 
("XJ.) and the Racab parameter, B, was ca l cu la ted from ( " L 3 . ) , ( iDo) 
•nd ( O . ) band energies using the diagonal sum r u l e , 
15B - 0^2 ^ ^ 3 - 3:^1^^^. 
fhe ralue of 1 3 / ^ 3 ^ was found t o be 2 .23 , which i s greater 
than 2.20 a value which i s general ly accepted for regular octahed-
123 
ral complexes . This i n d i c a t e s that the complex has a te tragonal 
or d i s t o r t e d octahedral microsymmetry. The l igand f i e l d 
s t a b i l i z a t i o n energy (L.F .S . f i . ) c a l c u l a t e d comes out t o be 
59*98 Kcal/mole. The spectrum a l s o al lows a c a l c u l a t i o n of t h e , 
k k k - 1 
E( P)~E( F ) , term separation 10410 cm . This corresponds t o 
about 83% of the free ion v a l u e . 
IrondllWPPTG Complex 
Iron ( I I I ) i(m has d e l e c t r o n i c configurat ion and shows 
5 .70 -6 .10 B.M. magnetic moment, around the spin only value of 
5 .91 B.M. in case of spin f ree paramagnetic octahedral complexes 
and 3 .24 -3 .35 B.M. in case of spin paired octahedral 
124 12*i 
complexes * ''. Our observed magnetic moment 5.00 B.M. of 
iron(III)~Fl>TG complex ( t a b l e - 1 ) i s lower than the reported value 
1' 
rfii 1(1 rtit^ itn^ ijik,REFLELTflNtt «ii|iW»B1ft 
)0 
for spin free and greater than the spin paired octahedral 
c o n p l e z e s . However, i t !» very c l o s e t o the lower l i m i t of the 
spin free octahedral complexes. Ilkls lowering in the magnetic 
•oment may be e i t h e r due t o the formation of low spin octahedral 
spec i e s using lower d - o r b i t a l s or due to strong i n t e r a c t i o n between 
unpaired e l ec trons of d i f f e r e n t iron attwis forming a polymeric 
s tructure in octahedral symmetry. However, t h i s fac t i s under 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n that whether the abnormality in magnetic moment 
i s due to formation of low spin octahedral s p e c i e s or due t o 
magnetic exchange. 
Octahedral symmetry of i r o n ( I I I ) c<»iplex i s a l s o supported 
by d i f fuse re f l ec tance spec tra l s tud ies (F ig . 5, t a b l e - 2 ) which 
shows absorption bands at 13.33 feK ( T 3 ^ ) due t o A^^CF) """T^ 
*T^ ( tg ) * (e ) t r a n s i t i o n , 20.00 kK ( i^g) due t o ^^ (F) ^ 
S ^ ( t j ) ' (e )^ t r a n s i t i o n , 23.80 kK ( ^ - ) due t o A^ (F) — ^ 
4 T 2 
E ( t„ ) (e ) t r a n s i t i o n and band a t 25,00 kK i s due t o charge 
o o o 
t r a n s f e r . These t r a n s i t i o n s are analogous to octahedral complexes. 
Ihe comparative study of infrared spectrum of i r o n ( I I I ) 
complex with that of l igand revea l s that coordinat ion takes p lace 
through the sulphur atoms forming two covalent sigma bonds and 
r e s t of these three coordination s i t e s of octahedron are occupied 
by three /V -bonds formed by the sulphur at< 
Z i n c ( I I ) . Cadmium(II) and Mercury(II) Complexes with PDTG 
Zinc, cadmium and mercury have an e l e c t r o n i c conf igurat ion 
10 2 d s . In the elements of lb group the f i l l e d s h e l l s loose one or 
51 
two d-eleotrons t o give ions or complexes in the I and I I oxidat ion 
s t a t e s but for group II elements, there i s no evidence for 
oxidat ion s t a t e s higher than two. Iberefore, a l l z i n c ( I I ) , 
oadmium(II) and mercury(II) complexes should he diamagnetic and 
w i l l have no l igand f i e l d s t a b i l i z a t i o n e f f e c t s owing t o complete 
d - s u b s h e l l s . Al l these form s t a b l e complexes with sulphur 
126—128 
conta in ing l igands ^ • 2 i n c ( I I ) , cadnlum(II) and mercury(II ) -
FDTG complexes are white , l i g h t yel low and grey in colour 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , diamagnetic and inso lub le in water as we l l as in 
common organic s o l v e n t s . Hie e l e c t r o n i c spectra of the complexes 
i n d i c a t e that in metal complexes the metal ion i s coordinated 
t e t rahedra l ly through the oxygen atom of the a l c o h o l i c group and 
the sulphur atom of the l igand . 
Infrared Spectrum 
The infrared spectra of the l igand and the complexes were 
recorded in the region 4000-400 cm" . The important I ,R. absorption 
bands ( tab le 3 , F i g s , 6-14) and t h e i r t e n t a t i v e assignments were 
obtained with reference t o the spectra of the other carboxylate 
complexes as we l l as those of t h i o and amlnoadd complexes ^ ^ ^ - ' , 
In the complexes of ML-type in which presumably the c h e l a t i n g agent 
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53 
Kach of the s o l i d complexes of co l>al t ( I I ) , n l c k e l ( I I ) , 
c o p p e r ( I I ) , chroBlum(III), lr<m(III) of the formula ML-type has 
an e lectrcmlc spectrum cons i s tent with an octahedral s tructure 
f o r the complexes. 
Ih ls i s further supported by the infrared spectra of 
complexes. In the l lgandx^C-S s t r e t c h i n g band at 760 cm" and 
730 cm** on coordination s h i f t e d t o the lower frequency showing 
that the coordination takes place through sulphur atom s i m i l a r t o 
20 -23 ,99 ,100 ,132-138 
analogous systems of thlopolyc&rboxyllc metal c h e l a t e s • 
fhe'X^OH of the primary alcohol at 1060 cm" a l so s h i f t e d t o the 
lower region showing that coordination takes place through the 
hydroxyl group of the primary alcc^ol group. 
CONCLUSION 
Propane- . l ,3 -d l th log lycero l , PDT6, CJHgQOi^ Sg, forms 
thermally quite s tab le coloured complexes of ML type with c o b a l t ( I I ) , 
n l c k e l ( I I ) , oopper( I I ) , chroolum(III) , I r o n ( I H ) , z l n c ( I I ) , 
ca-^mlum(II) and mercury(II) . Cobalt and Iron form octahedral , 
n i c k e l furias high spin octahedral , chromium forms d i s t o r t e d 
octahedral while z inc , cadmium and mercury complexes are dlamagnetlc 
tetrahedral showing that coordination takes place both through 
sulphur and oxygen atom of the l l g a n d . I h e i r s t ruc tures have been 
char.icterlzecl on tiie bas i s of c loaenta l a n a l y s i s , magnetic measure-
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Magnetic and spectral studies of Co(II), Ni(II), 
Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Hg(II) complexes 
with salicylaldehydedithioglycerol 
H. P . S. R A T H O R E i 
S. K. T I W A R I ' 
U. C. SHARMAi 
Manuscrit re^u le 08-07-1985 
Salicylaldehydedithioglycerol (SDTG) C,3H2o05S2 forms stable complexes of ML type where M = divalent metal and L = ligand, which 
are thermally quite stable. The decomposition temperature ranges from 335-360°C. The structure of these complexes have been characterized 
on the basis of elemental analysis, electronic spectra, magnetic susceptibility and infrared absorption spectra on Zeiss PMQ(I) spectrometer 
sample diluted with MgCOj, vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), Princeton Applied Research Model-155 and SP 1200 spectrophotometer 
respectively. Complexes of SDTG with Co(Il), Ni(ll), Cu(ll), Zn{II), Cd(II) and Hg(II) are square planar octahedral and tetrahedral showing 
that coordination take place through sulphur and oxygen atom of alcoholic group of the ligand. 
Resume. — La salicylaldehydithioglycerole (SDTG) CIJHJQOJSJ 
forme des complexes thermiquement stables du type ML. La tempera-
ture de decomposition se situe entre 335-360 °C. La structure des 
complexes a ete etablie a partir d'analyse elementaire, de spectres 
electroniques, de mesures de susceptibilite magnetique, de spectrome-
trie infra-rouge sur Zeiss PMQ(l) (echantillon dilue dans MgCOj), 
magnetometre vibrant (VSM), Princeton A.R. Model 155 et spectro-
photometre SP 1200. Les complexes de SDTG avec les ions metalli-
ques ont une structure plan carre octaedrique et tetraedrique oil la 
coordination s'effectue par les atomes d'oxygene et de soufre du 
groupe alcoolique du ligande. 
Introduction 
Some metal complexes of mercapto compounds have been 
prepared and studied pharmacologically by M. M. Jones (1-6). 
Similar type of compounds and its metal complexes were pre-
pared by Tiwari & Rathore et ai. (7-12). The present commu-
nication describes the synthesis and characterization of salicyl-
aldehydedithioglycerol (SDTG) C13H20O5S2 and its complexes 
with Co(II), Nidi), Cu(II), Zn(n), Cd(n) and Hg(II) on the 
basis of elemental analysis, electronic spectra, magnetic sus-
ceptibility and IR studies. The above chelating agent is a hexa-
dentate. It contains two sulphur atoms and four hydroxyl 
groups capable of combining in various polydentate modes. 
Experimental 
CHEMICALS 
Thioglycerol of 90% purity N.F. Grade (Evans Chemelics, New 
York) was used as such without further purification. All other chemi-
cals used were of A. R. Grade. 
PREPARATION OF THE LIGAND 
Salicylaldehyde 12.2 g (0.1 mole) and thioglycerol 22.032 g 
(0.2 mole) were mixed and 10 ml of concentrated HCl was added with 
stirring. The solution was heated gently on heating plate for 
- 8 hours. The product was then allowed to cool in refrigerator. 
After 72 hours, the red colour viscous get solidified. The product was 
washed with water, alcohol then finally with acetone yield ~ 25.6 g, 
80%) 
PREPARATION OF THE COMPLEXES 
a) CofW-SDTG complex 
An aqueous solution of metal chloride 0.01 M was added to an 
equimolecular solution of chelating agent in acetone. Few drops of 
NaOH was added to adjust the pH around 7.5, a brown colour com-
plex separates out. This was digested at room temperature for 
24 hours, filtered, washed with water then with water and acetone 
(1:1) and dried in vacuum desiccator. 
b) Ni(II) SDTG complex 
Greenish colour complex was prepared by the same procedure as 
above in Co(ll) SDTG complex. The pH of the solution was 7.0. 
c) Cufl/J SDTG complex 
Dark green colour complex was prepared by the same procedure as 
above in Co(ll) SDTG complex. The pH of the solution was 6.7. 
d) Zn(I/), Cd(II) and Hg(II) complexes with SDTG 
An aqueous solution of metal chloride was added to an equimole-
cular solution of chelating agent in acetone. Few drops of NaOH was 
added to adjust the pH around 6.0, 5.0 and 2.0 respectively, light yel-
low, light orange and pink colour complexes separate out. These com-
plexes were digested at room temperature for 12 hours, filtered, 
washed with water then with water and acetone (1:1) and dried in 
vacuum desiccator. 
Results and discussion 
The structure of the new chelating agent is supported by 
(a) elemental analysis, (b) IR absorption spectra, and (c) fai-
lure to give positive test for a free sulphydryl group. The per-
centage of C, H and S on analysis were found to be in excel-
lent agreement with those calculated for the above structure. 
The most striking evidence for the structure of the chelating 
agent are (a) the disappearance of the —SH stretching absorp-
tion band shown by thioglycerol in the region 2570 cm"', and 
(b) sharpening and intensifying of the C—S stretching region 
near 7(X) cm"' compared to that observed for thioglycerol. A 
final piece of the experimental evidence which confirms the 
above structure of the chelating agent is the fact that solution 
of the chelating agent fails to produce any blue colour with 
FeClj solution (13). The results are given in tables 1 and 2. 
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for the transition 'T,g(F) — -'T2(F) has been calculated and 
comes out to be 3800 cm ' which is in good agreement (12) 
with the observed band at 5260 cm '. This is further support-
ed by the IR spectral studies. 
CU(I1)-SDTG COMPLEX 
Octahedral Cu( l l ) species has magnetic moment > 1.90 B.M. 
Our observed magnetic moment of Cu(II)-SDTG is 2.20 B.M. 
which lies in the range reported above for octahedral Cu(II) 
complexes (20, 21). The electronic spectrum of an octahedraliy 
coordinated Cu(II)-SDTG complex should normally exhibit 
absorption band due to ^E,, —> ^Tjg transition. The -Eg state is 
highly susceptible to John-Teller distortion and no Cu(II)-
complex should have a regular octahedral symmetry. The dis-
tortion causes broadening or even splitting of the absorption 
bands . Therefore, all the six coordinated copper(II)-complexes 
are tetragonal with D4h or C4V symmetry. In D4h symmetry, 
the Eg and T^g levels of the 2D free ion term will further split 
into B,g, A,g, B2g and Eg levels respectively and the energy 
level sequence will depend on the amount of distortion (22). 
The observed band at 14280 cm"' seems to exclude the square 
planar form, as the square planar Cu(II)-complexes generally 
show two bands of nearly equal intensity corresponding to the 
transitions : ^Big — ^A.g and 2B,g —> -E^, like the reported 
15000 cm"' and 18000 cm"' bands for square planar Cu(ll)-bis 
(acetylacetonate) complex (23-25). Therefore, it may be con-
cluded that the Cu(II)-SDTG complex is of distorted octa-
hedral structure. Hence, the band at 14280 cm"' has been 
identified as the transition ^Eg -
ported by the IR spectral studies. 
^T2g. This is further sup-
Zn(II), Cd(I l ) AND Hg(III)-SDTG COMPLEXES 
Zinc, cadmium and mercury have an electronic configura-
tion d'^s^. In the element of lb group the filled shells lose one 
or two d-electron to give ions or complexes in the II and III 
oxidation states but for group II elements, there is no evi-
dence for oxidation state higher than two. Therefore, all 
Zn(Il) , Cd(II) and Hg(II) complexes should be diamagnetic 
and will have no ligand field stabilization effects. All these 
form stable complexes with sulphur containing ligands (26, 
27). Zn(II) , Cd( l l ) and Hg(Il) complexes are white yellow, 
light orange and pinkish in colour respectively, diamagnetic 
and insoluble in water as well as in common organic solvents. 
The electronic spectra of the complexes were found practically 
identical with that of the ligand. The IR measurements coupl-
ed with the diamagnetic nature of the complexes indicate that 
the metal ion is coordinated tetrahedrally through the oxygen 
atom of the alcoholic group and the sulphur atom of the 
ligand. 
I N F R A R E D SPECTRA 
The infrared spectra of the ligand and the complexes were 
recorded in the region 4000 to 400 cm"'. The important i.r. 
absorpt ion bands and their tentative assignments were obtain-
ed with reference to the spectra of thio and amino acid com-
plexes (25-28). In the ligand KC—S) at 665 c m ' and 730 cm"' 
on coordination shifted to the lower frequency showing coor-
dination takes place through sulphur atom similar to analo-
gous systems of thiopolycarboxylic metal chelates (7-11, 29-
33). The c—OH of primary alcohol at 1045 cm"' on coordina-
tion also shifted to the lower region showing that coordination 
takes place through the hydroxyl group of the primary 
alcohol. Thus it forms the square planar and tetrahedral com-
plexes. In case of Cu(II)-SDTG complex, the i^—OH at 
1100 cm"' of secondary alcohol also shifted to the lower fre-
quency showing that coordination also takes place through the 
hydroxy! group of the secondary alcohol to form distorted 
octahedral complex. A strong broad band in the region 3550-
3450 cm"' indicates the intermolecular hydrogen bonding. This 
is also supported by high melting points of the complexes. 
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